Solution #2
Web/mobile app
Teacher End

Connected to school administrative system

Student View
Student Info
Language (spoken)
Language (written)
Class progress

Info Type

Bar

Class progress

- Input: Student records
  - Parent paperwork
  - Teacher notes
  - Student progress

Output - Data analysis
+ Recommendations
Solution #3

Input: VR experience
Output: Embodied 3D student persona
- cardboard on smartphone
-Live student story

Student Persona

Smartphone

View

School

Home life

Interaction

Day in the life

Blurb of contextual info
Solution #3

Storytelling Mobile App

- AR/VR?

You are

......

You wake up......

On the way to school

- Greet
- Walk

Asked how you respond

- Options/written input for different scenarios
- Cultural contextual Info
Student Device
Time for a Story!
- Dog
- Lion
- Basketball
- Puppet
- Dragon
- Snails

Teacher Device
- Word recognition: 55%
- Pronunciation: st: 100, tr: 85, ch: 100, bl: 100

Based on this
Change stories to incorporate
more words they don't know/need practice with.

Reeds Aloud
There once was a dinosaur named Taurus.

The end!
Game Show

Watch this clip:

What color did Monica say her shirt was?

Red, Blue, Green, Yellow

10 pts for Team A!
What are today's learning goals?

Great, here are some activities:
1. 
2. 
3. 

Please see some suggestions for this student:
1. 
2. 
3. 

Let's see what student progress looked like:
+10% -5% +2%
Netflix Plugin

Doc about populations you interact with

Shows set in SF Bay Area

Shows w/ represented populations

Shows that demonstrate X culture
New Teacher Training

State?  
District?  
School?

Demographic Data
Low SES
US
TS

What are your strengths?
Long?
Culture?
ETF?

Use data to mentor students to teachers the new GPS.
Main Dashboard

Welcome to Mrs. Smith's 7th Grade

Students:
- Language: Spanish
- Class: 7th Grade
- Engagement:
- Confidence:
- Skills emphasized:
- Suggested apps:

Student Profile Page

Mrs. Smith's 7th Grade

Jane Villanueva

- Language: Spanish
- Class: 7th Grade
- Video watched this week:
- Skills emphasized:
- Suggested apps:

Home Screen Notification

3:28
Friday, Oct 9

Post-video portal

Weekly Learning page / Feedback

- Language: Spanish
- Voice menus:
- Feedback:
- Palabras memorizadas:
- Suggested:
- Notes:

The interface for students to:
- Be immersed in culture on the go
- Grow language proficiency outside of class

Gain feedback on their experience

Language proficiency

App main home screen framework

Video portal

Plable

Weekly learning page / Feedback

Language proficiency

Voice menus:

Feedback:

Palabras memorizadas:

Suggested:

Notes:
Alexa, please participate in our class today! We would love to hear your thoughts.
Alexa

James, what physics concepts could apply in soccer?

Oooh maybe...
A famous Afghan scientist is Shakardokh Jafari! She developed...
Here are the groups for this class assignment: Somia and Sarah, Travis and Sameer... Please help each other out!